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Chapter 1

Introduction

Prrobly, u have no trouble understnd this sntence. Its syntactical and grammatical errors are easily
seen through. Similarly, humans see through noise, shadows, color variations, and depth/motion
ambiguities to perceive the world. Just how noisy the perceived world is can be appreciated when
trying to explain in detail ‘how to see’. When it comes to explaining such processes in detail,
there is no end to the incomprehension of a computer: a computer has to be told exactly what to
do. This algorithmic nature is well-suited for situations where all possible steps are clear. In such
formal settings, the computation speed of modern computers excels the power of the human brain,
as exemplified by the victory over the human chess world champion in May 1997. When it comes
to less formal situations, however, the human brain outclasses the computer. Consider for example
figure 1, illustrating some results of a winning method for a computational object recognition task
in 2008 [29]. Some of the unrecognized examples are so easy for a human that we lose sight of the
complexities involved in visual recognition. Whilst the human brain is defeated at calculations, the
trivial actions which we take for granted may be the hardest to perform for a machine.

In our increasingly digital world, automatic object and scene recognition is not merely an
academic pursuit. YouTube has millions of videos online, and film and TV broadcasters have
started to digitize their collections [118]. Hence, the ability to intelligently browse and query these
large visual collections is of significant practical use. Automatic visual recognition techniques such
as scene and object classification can benefit such tasks by providing the semantic handles to grasp
these large pixel collections.
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Figure 1.1: Ten images with results of a state of the art object classification method. Next to each
image the 20 available objects are ranked by probability, with the correct object highlighted.

This thesis investigates the use of context to increase the robustness of automatic visual scene
classification. Several types of context are investigated: the global contextual configuration of
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Figure 1.2: Example of the codebook model (a) Visual word vocabulary (b) Original image, (c)
Codebook representation of the image.

objects in an image, the local context of pixel representations and the narrative context of an
image frame in a video sequence. Increased robustness is measured by improved classification
performance on large image and video collections.

1.1 Robust Automatic Scene Recognition

A robust and well-known visual scene classification method is the bag-of-visual-words, or codebook,
model. The codebook model describes an image as an unordered bag of discrete prototypical
patches (visual words) selected from a predefined vocabulary [114, 146]. Each feature in an image
is assigned its most similar visual word from the vocabulary under the assumption that a visual
word is a prototypical representative of this image feature. Subsequently, the number of visual
words in an image are counted, and a histogram of these visual word counts is input to a classifier.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the codeword model. The model has, among others, the following robust
traits. First, the unordered visual words in an image are translation invariant. Hence, the absolute
positions of objects in an image are considered unimportant. Further, the model represents an
image feature by a prototype, under the supposition that similar image features will be assigned
to the same prototype. Thus, the model can deal with slight appearance variations. The third
robust trait is the dimensionality reduction from numerous image features to a sparse set of visual
word counts. Such a compact representation allows efficient storing and indexing of large image
and video collections. These robust properties of the codebook model have made it the de facto
standard for state of the art scene classification [29, 27], and therefore, is the model of choice in
this thesis.

The visual words in the codebook model require some form of robust feature representation.
Using raw pixel values for such a representation will incorporate unwanted variations unrelated to
the content of the scene, as for example, camera rotations, camera distance, global intensity changes,
shadows and shading effects. Such issues may be dealt with by a feature representation that is
invariant to the unwanted variation. For example color invariants [44, 46], scale invariants [69]
and affine transformation invariants [71, 80]. A particularly successful feature descriptor for the
codebook model is SIFT [71] and its variations [6, 22]. The SIFT descriptor includes intensity
invariants, and has recently been extended to include color invariants [18, 132]. Other invariant
feature representations focus on shape [7], self-similarity [112], statistical distinctiveness [39] and
color regularities [55]. When these invariant feature representations are used in the codebook model
they lead to state-of-the-art results [29, 27, 132] and in the following chapters, we will use SIFT,
as well as other invariant feature descriptors.

Apart from the image feature representation, there is the question of which image patches
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Figure 1.3: (a) Example of an object that is ambiguous without context, (b) The object in (a) as
a hole in the water.

to use. The answer for scene recognition is different from the one for object recognition. For
object recognition—where the same object is recorded under varying imaging conditions—it is
beneficial to focus on distinctive patches such as corners [51], blobs [71], color points [133], stable
patches [75] or statistically different patches [63]. These salient points or patches can be detected
under varying imaging conditions [81]. Rather than focusing on interest points, the best approach
for scene recognition is to use many to all available patches. For scene recognition—where the
imaging conditions as well as the objects themselves may vary—a rich source of information is
found in image context [4, 94]. The use of context is as old as Adam’s fig leaf, and as illustrated
in figure 1.3, an object’s surroundings may be more revealing then the object itself. For scene
recognition the use of context by densely sampling image patches is beneficial over interest point
detection [93, 129] and thus adopted in this thesis.

The performance of the codebook model depends on the ability of the machine to learn to
separate the scene categories. A popular and well-performing classifier is the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [17]. The SVM aims to maximize the classification margin between positive and
negatively labeled training images. This maximum margin can subsequently be used to classify a
new, unseen image. Besides the choice of the classifier, however, the final performance evaluation
depends on the choice of performance metric. This choice depends on the application at hand. For
a classification application [32, 49] the average classification rate is suitable. Alternatively, for a
retrieval application [29, 116] a score dependent on a ranked list such as Area Under the ROC-
Curve (AUC) or Average Precision (AP) is more relevant. These two measures differ in that AP
emphasizes the beginning of a list more than does the AUC. In this thesis we will use and evaluate
several classifiers and performance metrics.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is concerned with the theory and practicalities of visual word model. The theoretical
intentions behind such a model may be clear, however, the road to hell . . . i.e. an unsuccessful
practical application, is often paved with good intentions. Consider the simple idea of averaging
the performance score on a rotating hold-out set to estimate scene classification performance in
video. The practical application of this simple idea is studied in Chapter 2. We investigate the
effect of the narrative context in video on classifier performance estimation and how the estimation
itself affects the final classification performance. Furthermore, we introduce a new intermediate
performance measure and experimentally evaluate our approach for two different classifiers on a
large video collection.

In Chapter 3 we present a scene classification method by incorporating several robust elements
in the codebook model. We explore alternatives to only using the histogram of visual word counts
and also use a codebook vocabulary of semantically meaningful elements to express image context
like vegetation, water, sky, etc. These meaningful elements are expressed by color invariant features
that take advantage of natural image statistics for a compact representation. We evaluate on a
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large video set and five image sets, where we demonstrate robustness by training our method on
one set while evaluating it on another set.

Efficiency by a compact representation is the subject of Chapter 4. In this chapter, we argue that
indexing large image and video collections in practice benefits from a compact image representation,
i.e., a compact visual word vocabulary. To this end, we compare various improvements to the
codebook model under a compactness constraint. We experimentally compare the improvements
with the standard codebook implementation for two classifiers on a large video collection.

In Chapter 5 we exploit context in feature space by soft-assignment of image features to visual
words in the codebook model. We evaluate 4 types of feature assignment and investigate the effect
of image feature dimensionality, the size of the visual word vocabulary and the size of the data set.
We rigorously evaluate on five image sets.

An object recognition method is studied in Chapter 6. We use color invariant features with an
entropy based similarity measure. We evaluate our method on a large image collection consists of
1,000 objects recorded under various imaging circumstances.


